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by Wild Bill Leininger

The 53rd Montana State Legislative session is over-for better or
for worse, depending what your priorities were.

Of the bills that affected the population at Montana State Prison,
the following five died:

(Note: HB means House Bill; SB means Senate Bill". Unless other-
wise noted only the title of the bill or pertinent Information is list-
ed.) So these five can Rest In Peace:
HB55l-Requiring a person convicted of a dangerous drug offense to att-

end a dangerous drug information course.
SB93-Eliminating death by hanging as a method of execution.
SB179-Permitting private, for-profit Montana corporations to contract

to operate community-based pre-release centers.
HB554-Increasing the minimum prison term for deliberate homicide from

10 years to 50 years.
HB675-Authorizing construction projects up to $25,000 to be performed

by inmates; in access of $25,000 upon approval by the legisla-
ture .

The following bills have been passed and signed into law:
HB673~Requiring that probationers and parolees pay a supervisory fee;

the money to be used for equipment and training for probation
and parole officers. Effective July 1, 1993»

SB321-Revising the criteria for medical parole. Effective Oct. 1,1993-
SB323-Establishment of a Boot Camp (in lieu of Swan River Camp). The

effective date July 1, 1993.
SB19 3-Offender financial obligations when offender is placed in a

community-based correctional facility. Effective date Oct.l,1993»
SB 19^-Clarifying the rates that pre-release center residents are ob-

ligated to pay. Effective date Oct. 1, 1993°
HB617- Providing that the Department of Corrections and Human Services

may obtain Federal certification for specific Prison Industries
programs. Effective date Oct. 1, 1993

»

HB6.35- Generally revising Corrections and Human Services laws to im-
plement hudget reductions; granting of good time to inmates
in order to regulate inmate numbers; revising time period in
which the Board of Pardons considers eligible inmates for par-
ole; allowing a charge, for board, room and ancillary services
provided to incarcetrated persons. Effective date April 28,1993.

HB5- General apppropriations bill for capital projects; I.E. Montana
State Prison expansion;
date May 1Q, 1993.

Women's Correctional Center. Effective

(cont'd page 2)

(All information and reprints from Montana Legislative Council)
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(Legislature cont'd)
Naturally there is much more

to the bills than we have indicated
in the space available. For example
the items on parole and probation
supervison, women's facilities, and
rules and regulations.

If you live on the low-side and
you wish to see one of the eight bi-
lls mentioned on page one, drop in
at the Express office in the Library,

If you live on the high-side a-
nd have the same wish, see Librari-
ans Dave Beatty or Brian Fox and we
will do our best to accomodate you.

Following are three sections we
have clipped from HB 685 that could
be pertinent to your situation.

Section 16. section sj-m-ioj, nca, is amended to ttui

•S3-30-10S. flood tlaa rilmww. (1) The department of

correction* and human services shall adopt rulaa providing

for tka granting of good time allowance for inmates employed

la any prison work or activity fad to Implement subsection

LS±. The good time allowance shall oparata aa a credit on

»*• tha inmate's aaataaoa aa imposed by ths court,

conditioned upon the laaata'a good behavior and compliance

with tha rulaa aade by the department or tha warden. The

rulaa adopted by the department under this subsection any

not grant good tlaa allowance to exceed

la) 10 daya par Booth for instate* asalgned to uiiui.
cloaa. aad medium I security classifications!

(b) 13 daya par snath for thee* class ifled as medium ZI

and alniaua security claaalficatloasj

(e) IS daya par Booth for instate* after having been

assigned as aedlua IX or alniaua security for an

uninterrupted period of 1 yaari

Id) 13 daya par month Cor those Inaates enrolled in

school who suooaasfully complete the course of study or who

while so enrolled are released froa prison by discharge or

parole

i

(a) 3 daya per aonth for thoae inaatea participating in

•elf- Improvement activities designated by the departaent.

(2) In the sweat of an atteapted eacape by an inmate or

a violation of the rulaa prescribed by the department or

warden, the laaate Bay be punished by the forfeiture of part

or all good tias allowances. Tha warden of the state priaon

shall adviaa ths department of any attempted escape or

violation of rulaa on the part of the inmate. Any punishaent

by forfeiture of good tlaa allowance must be approved by the

departaent.

(3) A person aay not earn good time under this section

while he th» swam is on probation. A person may earn good

tlaa while on parole at the rate of 30 days per aonth. If

the departaent deteraines that a person has violated his the

conditions of parole, it aay, in its discretion, deduct good

time credit accumulated under this subsection in an amount

up to and including all credit accumulated on the date of

tha violation.

(4) The warden of the atate prison aay request that all

or portions of any previously forfeited good time be

restored aa a reault of subsequent good behavior. Any

restoration of good time allowance oust be approved by the

departaent.

(5) If the population at the Montana state priaon or

the Montana women's correctional center exceeds the design

capacity of the institution, the departaent may grant an

inmate additional good time credits in an amount necessary

to permit the inmate to become eligible for parole or to

discharge the inmate's sentence. GOOD TIME CREDITS FOR THE

DISCHARGE Of A SENTENCE MAY HOT EXCEED 180 DAYS. The award

of good time under this subsection must GENERALLY be

provided to inmates who are nearest to parole eligibility or

discharge. *

•46-23-202. Investigation of prisoner by board. (1)

Nlthin the 2 aonth* prior to his a prisoner's official

parole eligibility date or within the 2 months following the

date a prisoner becomes eligible pursuant to 53-30-105(5) .

the hoard shall consider all pertinent information regarding

each priaoner. Including the circumstances of his the

offense, his the prisoner's previous social history and

criminal record, his the prisoner's conduct, employment, and

attitude in priaon, and the reports of any physical and

mental examinations which that have been made.

(2) Before ordering the parole of any prisoner^ the

board shall interview him the prisoner .*

NEW SECTION. Section 11. Eatca for board, room, and

ancillary services charged to inaatea. (1) The departaent

aay eatabliah and charge reasonable ratea for board, rooa,

and ancillary aervices as described in 53-1-401 for persons

incarcerated In an institutional correctional facility.

(2) The departaent aay prescribe rules that establish

criteria and a procedure for determining ability to pay. The

departaent aay not make an assessment that would place an

undue financial burden on the peraon.
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THE MONTANA STATE PRISON PRINT SHOP

Left to right: Jim Godfrey, Pat Tye, Tom Dean.

Supervisor Dave Poster

The Print Shop at M.S. P. is part of the Industries complex.
The print shop crew has done a great job in improving the pro-
ducts that roll off of presses during the past few years. The
print and photo quality in the Siberian Express and Flyer are
among the best in the business. Missing among the montage above
is Richard Jungers; Duke joined the staff after the photos were
taken. Mike Burgett, another staffman was not present at picture
taking time.
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LEGAL ASSISTANCE FROM THE MONTANA DEFENDER PROJECT

By: KEVIN MURPHY

of filing an
either enforce
Human Services
to vitiate the

I am currently exploring the possibility
action in the First Judicial District Court to
the contract the Department of Corrections and
has with the Montana Defender Project, or try
contract altogether'.

Some inmates may want to know why I would want to try
to void the services of the only Legal Assistance Program we
have for Montana inmates. My answer is that the provisions
of the contract are not being enforced and almost $100,000.00
is paid by the state so that the law students involved in the
program recieve their credits for clinical experience. The
contract is implemented yearly.

It does not take a genious to see that the Montana Defender
Project gets it cake and eats it too under the arrangement
currently being practiced. First the program gets somewhere
around 90 thousand dollars to assist us inmates with various
legal problems, the program also is able to use the assistance
rendered to achieve credits for the clinical experience which
helps the students obtain their degrees. I also would assume
that the money paid for the contract is used to supplement
other needs besides assisting us inmates.

We must now look into what areas of the contract that
are not being enforced. The contract provides that the Defender
Project assist inmates with problems incurred in the areas
of post-conviction relief, habeas corpus, sentence review,
and problems which deal with parole. Also included is that
we be assisted in the area of civil rights. This involves the
filing of complaints under 42 U.S.C. § 1983. In the past 20

years the only area the Defender Project assisted inmates in
was representation in front of the Sentence Review Board.

As the population of the prison has grown, the number
of legal interns has decreased. So now even Sentence Review
cases are not being handled by the Defender Project. They
handle most of them but not all of them as

past. Many inmates are now instructed by the

to take their own case before the Sentence
forfeit their right to the review. There is

self-representation, that is that the division cannot increase
your sentence if you appear alone. However it is obvious that

inmates appearing without any assistance are not able to proper-
erly argue their cases. (cont'd page 6)

do
they did in the
Defender Project
Review Board, or
one advantage to
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(Murphy's Law cont'd)

Getting back to the provisions contained in the contract
the Defender Project still asserts that it is enforcing the
contract. They say they do assist as in the areas of parole,
post-conviction, habeas corpus, and civil rights. What one
must look at it is the degree of assistance given in these
areas

.

All the project does is put the application for assistance
into a file, come to the prison and interview the person, and
then tell the inmate the project doesn't have the time or the
resources to take his case into court. Of course not all inmates
have a case worthy of litigation, but some do and I interpret
the contract to mean that if an inmate needs assistance in
the areas covered in the contract then the inmate must have
his case filed in court. When I initiate the discovery process
I will prove the bottom line. That the Defender Project is
not obligating their contract because they do not file cases
in court for inmates who have meritorious cases.

Another issue that troubles me is that the way the contract
is approved amounts to a "conflict of interest." The contract
is entered into between the Department of Corrections and Human
Resources and is signed by the Director of the Department and
the Administrator. It is also signed by the Dean of the Law
School, and the Associate Vice-President for Research. It is
then approved and signed by The Department of Corrections and
Human Services Legal Counsel. This is Mr. James Obie. The same
attorney who defends all of the staff here at the prison as
well as the Director and his associate who signs the contract.
Since the contract calls for the Defender Project to assist
inmates with 42 U.S.C. § 1983 lawsuits, it would be to the
advantage of all who signs the contract if it is not enforced!
It is ironic that the contract is for us inmates but we have
no authority to enforce its ingredients.

Another area that is neglected by the Defender Project
is the Legal Clerk Program. After the initial training sessions
which were held in 1987, there hasn't been any training with
the exception of a couple hours a year. There are two Law Clerks
that were involved in the initial training session in 1987.
Since that time the interns make it a point to avoid the Law
Clerks. Letters sent to the Clinical Assistant are ignored
and the Director of the Defender Project has no contact with
the Legal Clerks what so ever.

I was involved in litigation over the prisons access to
the courts which I contended what I have said in this article.
I was also represented at my Sentence Review hearing by an
intern from the Defender Project. The academic quality of repre-
resentation being rendered by the Defender Project is in my
opinion poor. The project is more concerned with getting the
students their clinical credits then in making sure that they
actual gain from their experience. I have met many good interns

(cont'd page 7)
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(Murphy's Law cont'd)

in the last 17 years. I have also met many that were apathetic,
and arrogant and treated me like I was inferior. All I can
is I know that when I litigated the access to the courts case
the Defender Project was not candid about what it actually
did to obligate its contract. I will have trouble with any
future case I file for reasons that the judges law clerks and
other people involved will be from the Defender Project. Magis-
trate Holter limited me in exploiting what the project actually
did to fullfill the contract. His law clerk was from the Defend-
er Project. He didn't even mandate that anyone from the project
appear at the hearing that was held. I attempted to subpeona
John McDonald who is the Director of the program. Regardless
of how difficult it is, I will prove my claims and in doing
so I will attempt to divert the money going to the Defender
Project to fund our law library. We need that much more then
what we're getting from the Defender Project.

In closing I realize that I have made all those associated
with the Defender Project unhappy. Sometimes the truth hurts!

LEGISLATIVE UPDATE
by Wild Bill

As we go to press the third week in June, 1993, the situation
at Montana State Prison seems to be in a state of flux as it is over
the entire state.

With the negative vote on the sales-tax and an almost assured
suspension of the income-tax increase, the budget deficit of $72.7
million dollars will necessitate a special session of the legislatu-
re. Some reports say the deficit is $75. million; others give still
another figure. When talking millions, who is counting?

The Associated Press reports that education and human service
programs receive nine of every ten state dollars spent so that is
where the bulk of budget cuts likely will occur. M.S. P. comes under
the Department of Corrections and Human Services. Another AP story
states that Corrections itself receives nine per-cent of every tax
dollar. Will the loss of expected revenue result in drastic cuts at
the prison?

One suggestion from Legislative Fiscal Analyst Teresa Cohea is
an across-the-board cut of 26 percent in all agencies.

State Finance and Claims Chairwoman Judy Jacobson says: "As
for institutions, the 1993 Legislature already took actions to re-
duce the prison population by letting out more prisoners „" So, as
usual, we will have to wait and see what Helena experts will do»

An often overlooked factor in the budget question centers on
civil lawsuits filed against the state for the 1991 riot. The Helena
Independent Record reports that the cost of these lawsuits could
very well effect the creation of new pre-release centers designed to

help solve the prison overcrowding,, Again - wait and see.
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EDITORIAL
SENTENCE ENHANCEMENTS WITHOUT DUE PROCESS AND EQUAL PROTECTIONS

By J.T.Thompson
In the United States of America people have come to regard

Constitutional Rights such as Due Process and Equal Protections as state
of being, presumed rights that are always and will always be. However,
regardless of the multitude of Law Enforcement persons, Judges, Attorneys
and well meaning lay-persons within Montana these protections do not exist
and they will not exist until NOT the laws but the persons that effectuate
the laws are changed, precisely the Montana Parole Board.

As a Law Clerk it is apparent that Judges do not sentence people to
prison for a definate sentence - rather the Judges incarcerate people
as incentives to change unacceptable traits and to stay until those people
do substantially show change in their lifestyles to a more acceptable
manner, however, the actuality is that Judges utilize the guidelines
advertised by the Parole Board which the Parole Board itself does not
utilize. The majority of inmates are not to be held without parole, nor
to be held in lieu of program completions the Judges did not order and
were devised by persons within the Institution to enhance their own
importance. Sentence Enhancements are referred to in several of the
Montana Statutes and the means to implement them are also listed; Courts,
Juries, Judges, Attorneys for the Defense and the Prosectution are just
a couple of the minor items listed as prerequisites that are named, however
charges would added if Justice meant anything. The Classification Committee
and the Parole Board blatantly refuse Due Process and Equal Protection
during their actions, it is illegal, unconstitutional and beyond their
power to effect any changes in committments but what is a couple
Constitutional Violations to persons that do not need to hold themselves
accountable for their acts, Dieties answer only to themselves. In Montana
46-18-101 (3b) recommends that 'Dangerous Offenders' that habitually
violate the laws SHALL be removed from society and correctively treated
in custody for long terms as needed. Other offenders SHALL be dealt with
by probation, suspended sentence, community corrections, community service,
or fine ... (4) states that alternative methods should be used whenever
appropriate for non-violent offenders... that will reduce recidivism and
enable offenders to become productive members of society. Further in
the Montana Statutes 46-18-103 it states real clearly that JUDGES SHALL
impose sentences - it does not state recommend sentences to the Parole
Board nor recommend programs to the Classification Committee for their
approval and implementation. It is beyond belief that a Judge that hears
a case and renders judgement does not know how he means to sentence or
what conditions he means to impose, however, it is apparent that the Parole
Board and Classification Committee DO NOT have faith nor respect for the
Judge's decisions and judgements and conditions, this can easily be shown
through the additional program completions that are mandated for parole
and pre-release participation.

With the current state of being in the State of Montana the Judges
can all be given a break and the juries should decide guilt and innoncence
and if incarceration is necessitated the Classification Committee should
decide appropriate treatments and the Parole Board should decide sentences.
If this seems audacious then what is it if in fact it is true ? The Parole
Board takes the mandates of the Classification Committee that decides
what programs are needed that Judges did not order, for charges that are
not prosecuted, for conditions that do not exist. In short the Judges
should stay home and not interfere with the PAROLE BOARD.
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Wild heart
by Irene Roberts

Something in my heart died last night

just one iicre chip oft an already broken
heart
I think the heart broke long ago
that's when 1 needed you nest.

I run around like a spirit in flight

tearlessness is fearlessness
I will not forget this night....
Dare uiy wild heart, dare my wild heart,
where is the reason, don't blame it on me,
blanE it on niy wild heart....

As to the seasons you fought from the beginning
long before I knew it there was a

danger and the aanger was -

to fall in love.

In dark sorrow they gaze down
into the oarkest heart, it I leave you,

you say not even you can tear us apart,

yet you say you're leaving....

You say you don't even
know how to start, how to start,

well, believe it then, and
uon ' t b 1 ane i t on my sou 1

blare it on my wild heart.

Fire on fire, rain on my face

tever ^oes higher, what can you do?
v»ild in tne darkest places
oi your iiiina

that's where I needed you
where I needed you most.
vtfiere is the reason
we 1 1 oon ' t bl aije it on me
blame it on my wi Id heart.

There is a reason why even the angels
don' t give up at all.

where are tne children, well are

they hopefully enchanted.
ijla'..e it on the angels
where are the reasons
L*>n't blane it on our wild hearts
wild hearts... wild heart... wild heart.

A Vision
by Jon Hal lberg

I see the needle strike a vein.

.v.y eyes can see a dark black rain.

,»y vision is failing I can feel the end.

...y life's ah.r>st over and after-life begins.

vvhy did you do i t I can hear them say.

Your pain would have gone, one of these days.

But one of these days was way down the road,

vwth no-one to love and no-one to hold.

FROM THE HEART
by Toby Bear

If roses weren't red
And violets were black
I'd love you more
And want you back

We parted too soon
They took me away
If your still there
I'd like to say

I've kept you in my heart
Won't ever let go
And it's only one thing
I want you to know

My love for you is strong
Nothing can undo it
Be there for me babe
And this time, I'll get through it

TJOIN TI.VE"

Vankirk and Krause
Today is tomorrow,
It s just like yesterday.
Nowhere to go, nothing to say.
Seasons pass as the calender changes.
Agitating the animals in their cages.
Time is space, space is time,
Cry and suffer for your crime!
Close your eyes and fly with me
Free your mind and you will see
Fly with me in your head,
It must be done, or so it's said.
Criminal justice, criminal fare,
prison numbers, prison games.
Freedom is only a simple word,
seldom seen but often heard.
Freedom isn't a parole date,
It's inner peace and a mental state.

"SOI, SEWHINT^ ^^
I think of all the things I've done

I cry on what have I Become.
I think of getting married and
having a baby,
Then I think I'll make a good mother,
wel 1 , maybe.
I try so hard to forget memories
my past,

Maybe seme day I'll find a relationship
that wi 1 1 last.
Some men only use women
then throw them in the dust,
I want to find a man who won't do this,
It'ste must.
I fall too deep in love too hard + fast,
I want more than to be part of the past.
I have feelings I want to share with you,
But I'm always on guard,
so I always feel blue.
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LIBERTY
by R. David Pokorney

You have the right to your own life and a right
to liberty. ..

You have the right, to do as you like, if you do
it peacefully...
The government protects your rights, at least,

that's what we have one for...
And except for the job of protecting rights,

they shouldn't do anything more.

They shouldn't bus your kids or teach them,

things that you think are wrong...
They shouldn't rob your wealth, interfere with
your health, make you weak instead of strong

—

They shouldn't draft you to fight in worthless
wars, if they were worthwhile, you'd volunteer..
Your life is your own, they should leave you alone,

cause you own yourself free and clear!

Your life is your own... us libertarians proclaim.
Not such a hard concept. . .rather self-evident,
given half-a-thought. Yet thousands of people,
over half of all those currently incarcerated in

the U.S., are held for so-called "victimless
crimes" (a contradiction in terms), by those in
government who won't honor this simple concept;
who won't let people live their own life. Their
liberty is violated and millions of other people
are robbed of a part of their own life to support
their incarceration, for doing such acts as buying,
selling, or using drugs; bearing arms; consensual
sex; refusing to surrender hard-earned wealth to
government bandits and other such innocent (read,
harmless to others) acts that the citizens allow
those in government to improperly define as crimes.

Contrary to what our servants in government would
like us to believe, crime does not consist of dis-
obeying them. Crime is the violation of rights-
not government dictates-and the biggest "crime"
problem in America consists of the crimes committed
by those who hid behind gov't shields and under the
guise of legality and legitimacy. Wake-up America.
Learn what a right is and demand that those in gov-
ernment legalize liberty and stop their criminal
behavior.

REFLECTION
by Daniel Walker

I've tried to do it all their way-the more you do-

the more you pay. But we are free and protected -

"Oh, so well" - They take it all, and you can go

to hell. Fly the flag-demand your rights- they'll

lock you up-you have no rights.

CHRISTMAS TIME
The Christmas tree is erected,
The lights are all aglow.
With patience we are waiting,
For Santa to start the Show.
Rut do we have to wait,
For the show to begin?
We can start it with Peace on Earth,
Good wi 1 I toward al I men.
Sleigh bells ring, don't you hear them?
As they fill our thoughts with cheer,
Or Blue, Blue Christmas,
A song we hold so dear.
Silent Night, we remember
from our early childhood days.
Let us start it for each other
with a big happy cheer,
To each of you, Merry Christmas, and
A Happy New Year. (Robert L. Condom, Unit Dl

A Fish Out Of Water
by Pat Tracy

On days like today, when things aren't
going my way, I feel like a fish
out of water.

Flopping around on the river bank, grasp-
ing for air, knowing tn i rigs aon't go in

1 i fe, none to fai r

.

So I ':.i listening to what you're saying,
ana taking uTy tine, but I'm really
angry ana I see red most ot the time.

I'm helpless to act, because to do so
uoulu hurt, all trie pec,, le Atio

know ana love ne, ana give a squirt.

I 'in sorry to no-one and feel pity for

saie, but please God help me,
tor the aav has betun.

"
I LOVF. YOU"

Janey Vankirk

I'ncle Merr i I I where are you?
Give me a sign or some kind of clue,.

I think of you all the time,

can obsession be considered a crime 9

You paid for your crime with your life,

a messed up family and a sni tching wi fe.

GO'S mess'd with you, your last 5 years,

I feel the pain and shed your tears.

You are my Hero and my best friend,

I refuse to accept this is the end!

I won't forget you like all the rest,

My love for you has passed every test.

Thru seven years and alot of pain,

My love for you remains the same.
You live on forever in my heart,
Even in death we will never part.

'Merrill C. Campbell Jr. - Died 3-28-85

at Montana State prison)
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"An Eagles Love"

by Howard Blankenship

Honey, you were the best looking
woman I'd ever seen. Your eyes were
like the stars in the sky. I can not

for the life of me know what went wrong,
or why.

When we first met, I was so happy
that I had found you. I prayed that

you were happy also. God, I loved

you.

Then when we married and had our
son and our daughter, it seemed to

me we were like eagles on the wing
in the sun. They mate for life.

I felt as such. I prayed we would
always be together, side by siue.

but someone lied and I felt as though

my heart was cut out of my chest.

I was losing you, it drained my pride:

1 cried. 1 felt so bad inside, as

if I was only half alive.

Like an eagle that has lost his
mate, to be alone for the rest of his
life, I felt as though I had a broken
wing and would never again fly in the

blue skies.

I felt lost and alone with out you
by my side. ..even wished 1 would die.

God I loved you and missed you so very

much. I knew life for me would never

be the same. Yvas I all the blare?
1 don't think so.

I had cot.ie to the saddest day in

my life. I was like the lone eagle
who lost his mate. Never again can
1 love saneone that deeply, ivy heart
feels like it is gone, and I could
never trust my love with any other.

1 just couldn't take another broken
love. 1 guess I'll just live the rest
of my life all alone, like the eagle
does. Divorce is such an awful kind
of thing!

o-fusrms in thf. pfn

by Howard C. Rlankenship

I used to love Christmas time of the
year. Tut it is so damn lonely in here.

Lord knows I'm out of tears. The years

in here seem so long, hell, I couldn't

begin to sing a Christmas song. I use

to love the lights, now all I see are

fights. I don't even know where my

family is. No matter how hard I try,

I just can't see no bright star. God,

they say you were born on this day, and

I believe it is true, and Lord, I am

truely sorry I feel so blue and I'll

leave the rest of my 1 i fe up to you.

Happy birthday God. Please help me

tonight.

Lovers And Losers

by Joe D. brooks

Lovers and losers, I've known both pretty well.
Which is whicn, sometimes it's hard to tell.
We all played both roles, it's not we that choose.
»vhether we lose to love, or love what we lose.

The moon's the first friend of the lovers I've cane to know,
For the ni nts are for lovers under the passion winds that blow,
vve imagine time is a fool that has forgotten us here,
\ve will drink to the stars forever, it would appear.

v»hen our journeys resume, we awake to follow our dreams,
ot ten becoming puppets cf our lives and rehearsed scnenes.
*vhat we lose becomes apparent tar along our way,
uut oy tnen \,tiat is lost beccces sometimes hara to say.

Still I would not become the judge of who love or lost.

It is not ior .i£ to consider the exact ccst,

Of another wiio would inquire of the price,

wl one .rcre toss ct the lovers dice.

Lovers ana losers, I believe are here to stay,

/-is Aprils irooti is revived ini\£jy.

It we must lose to love, who can complain.
Love might leave, but its hope will always remain.

It Use To Be
by CI i ve Ki nloch

I use to laugh, I use to smile,
T use to be a happy child.
But now I'm in captivity,
No more laugh or smile for me.

I use to drive a thousand miles,
The clothes I wore, the hottest style,
Each shoes and hats matches my moves,
When I 'in 1 ow-key ,

Like silk I'm smoothed.

But thats not all life use to be
1 have 3 kias, who still needs me.
I use to think I had it all,
Nice wife, nice house and 4 sports cars.

but where is my life that use to be?
I wish it wou 1 d come
And set me free.

FENCES

I look out my window, what do I see?

The bars on the glass distort it for me,

I see the ground covered with snow.

It's lonely inside these walls you know,

But even worse is the time we spend,

writing letters we never send.

And tho I know we all shall leave,

by death, parole, discharge, or reprieve.

It's still hard using time as rent,

to live inside this chained link fence.

By: C. "Opie" Ferguson, Close - II
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TOMORROW
By: C. "OPIE" Perguson

My life has been so very strange,

Filed with all its little nuances.
Days go by like a bag of grains,

I wonder what time wants of us.

Maybe it's re-dedication of our lives,

that seems so very far away.
Could it be for this we strive?

Something hard? Easy is what I pray.

It's so confusing, I ask myself why

everything seems futile and hopeless.
Yet still I awaken and each day try,

I must breathe easier, to try to rest.

We all make mistakes but do we learn?

What of our children, do they listen?
Only happiness for them we yearn,

but what, what they've seen from us I questions,

Are we good examples, you and I?

Can our kids grow up proud of us?
It's for their hopes and dreams I cry,

We've had our chance, given them our trust.

But what's this? He wants advice?
A question my child asks of me.

Tomorrow looks better, the future is nice.

They listen, and take the time to see.

So don't the child away,
Take the time to care.

They will then want to stay,
Just love them if you dare.

Beauty and the Beast
by I rene Rober t s

You're not a stranger to me
And you are something to see

You don't even know how to please-
You say alot - but you're unaware

of how to leave.
My darling lives in a world that

is not mine.
And the child misunderstood - out

of t i me

.

Timeless is the creature who
is wise,

And timeless is the prisoner
in d i sgu i se

.

Oh, who is the beauty - who
who is the beast.

Would you die of grieving
when 1 leave.

Two children, too blind to see,

I would tall in your shadow -

I be 1 i eve

.

love is a man who's not

been tamed, Oh, my love lives
in a vvorlo of false pleasure
and pain.
come from different worlds -

are the same.
I never doubted your beauty -

I've changed, changec.
v\ho is the beauty?
where is my beast?
There is no beauty,
without my beast.
,v,y beauty - my beauty!
,v.y beautiful, my beautiful,
beaut i f u 1 beas t . .

*.y

we
'we

Promise is promises
by CI i ve l\i n 1 och

Depart me not, she promised me
but now she's gone, she lied-
You see, I remember times
Vvhat love we shared.
Her moans and groans, as if

She cared.

I should have known, she would
Not wait, those times she stopped
And wiped her face, how could this
ae , she won my heart?
I was her heaven, she was
.v.y star.

but now she's gone away from
iwe, with someone else, I'll never
See. In a few years I wi 1 I

oe tree, I'll lina someone wtio

Loves me for me. I do not
v-rave her love no .no re.

I'll still be a star behind
Heavens door.

The Golden Dice
by Joe D. Brooks

I can see those flames in your eyes,

£ternal, fierce, and as hungry as the sun.

I arn the last survivor unaer these skies,

An angry outlaw forever on the run.

They told me not to dream dreams,

Or aare to embrace the morning fire.

Yet long ago I escaped those schemes,

Ana nave married nry first desire.

vve ride across the stars every night,

Ana arink the wine of starf lames forevermore,

iNothing is kept from the lizards sight.

ino voice opens or closes any door.

If there is sane judgement here, it's hard to say,

I've uone my tiire unaer the purple crown.

I'll leave the sentence for another day,

when we can watch the heat coming aown.

For now, I'll cool those warm flames,

Ana run unasnaned beneath paradise,

for every stranger I'll give a new name,

Ana once more throw the golden dice.
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Say in' not cioin'

Pat Tracy

How come people say they'll be

tough, when it canes time to

act they ain't so rough.

They have everyone scared and
doing what they ask when
they're phoney and need a

gooa siuick.

Saying you'll do something
when by regrets you're scared
like a girl, hoping no-one
will ask no-one in this
kind ot world.

So, quit acting so tough
all you wanna' be losers
and pull your car over
betore sa-ieone is cms in'.

NO FINER MAN
by George Leonardi

From a far away land
comes a man with great stern
But to see him is hopeless
as a child we learn

A fine team of raindeer
The heart of a dove
This gift bearing angel
Rides the sky's of above

Just peace and love
this wise man knows
With his big red sled
and his ho! hoi ho '

s

His snow white beard so noble
Cheeks, a rosey red
No finer man than Mr. Claus
are words so often said.

Innocent Man
by Jon Hal lberg

I feel the presents of a

corpse in my ce 1 1 ,

Who's body is rotten and
h i s sou Is in he 1 1

.

He died in the chair
with the voltage on high,

And in that chair they,
watched him die.

A smile on their face,
a tear in his eye.

A love he will mi ss

,

he never said gooa-bye.

but now he's come back
to haunt their minds.

For he was a man that,
had done no crime.

orusin'out to your house
a jun in aancJ ana passing
a joint over your
spilled blood on the land.

"THE RAGIN3 HEART"

Vankirk and Krause
Wi 1 1 you die for me
Once and future king,
A man i s mi ssing f ran hi s bed
once white sheets crimson red.

fitter sweet evil in the air
Speak no evil if you dare.
Wi 1 1 you die for me
Lady wi th a gun?
The cowboys down
What have you done?
Her face is easy to read,

If you're i 1 1 i terate you wi 1 1 bleed.
Look into her eyes of rage and hate
Touch her heart seal your fate.

Pleasure + pain are the same
Sit down I'm glad you came.

*******************
CORRECTION

In the last issue o
ess we ran a photo
Side sports page wi
line reading '1992
Champs

'

We were wro
oto was of the seco
team, Team 10 took
and we regret our e
Editor)
*******************

***********

f the Expr-
on the Low-
th the tag
Slow Pitch
ng. The ph-
nd place
the crown
rror 3 (The

************

thjughts on fishing
There are two kinds of fishermen, one who

fishes for sport and those who catch something,
how far a fisherman stretches the truth, depends
on the length of his arms. Some fishermen
don't catch anything until they get home.

VvOuldn't it be great if all men showed as
much patience with their wives as they do with
fish? To be a successful fisherman you should
get there yesterday when the fish were biting.
An optimist is a fisherman who brings a camera
along. Nothing makes a fish bigger then almost
being caught. Fishing is the art of almost
doing nothing. Thers's probably no better
way to loaf without attracting a lot of critic-
ism ano unfavorable attention, then to go fish-
ing. It's always good fishing just before
you get there and just after you leave. Nothing
improves a man's luck like fish that are in

a biting mood, iviany a problem will solve itself
if we forget it and go fishing. Every man
has three wishes: to outsmart race horses,
women, and fish. Give a man a

feed him for a aay. Teach him
you get rid of him on weekends.
by F. E. lVdller, Unit A)

fish and you
to fish and

(Submitted
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LOW-SIDE SECURITY MANAGER NOEL DAVID-

SON, WARDEN JACK MCCORMICK, DISCIPLI-

NARY OFFICER TERRY WILKINSON PASS OUT

SACKS OF XMAS GOODIES TO MSP INMATES

***********************************

A TRAY FULL OF NEW YEAR'S DINNER
Menu included rib eye steak, deep
fried shrimp, baked potatoes/sour
cream & bacon bits, corn-on-the

cob, chef salad, dinner ro-
lls, Boston cream pie, &

coffee, milk, pop.
**
**•

>*********************
'

r *******************;*#

XMAS DINNER WITH VISITORS
Menu included roast turkey,
sage dressing, sweet & mas-
hed potatoes, broccoli with
cheese sauce, chef salad,
ripe/stuffed olives, sweet/
dill pickles, blueberry pie
& ice cream, coffee, milk &

pop.
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FAMILIES AND FRIENDS ENJOY EASTER PARTY AT M.S. P.
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LOW-SIDE BARBELL CLUB:
CHAMPS OF THE HI-LO 1993 POWERMEET

ATHLETES AND

RECREATION MEN

AT M.S. P.

HI-SIDERS BEN BUFFALO
& STEVE KEEFE TAKE A
BREAK FROM THE COURT

WINNER OF LOW-SIDE BASKETBALL LE-AGUE .

HIGH-SIDE REC MEN DAN
HAND, TERRY SCHATZ
AND WILLIAM FAUGHT
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GEORGE FOREMAN WOULD BE PROUD OF THIS
by Kevin Hood, sports reporter

Although team No, 2 won the spring basketball chapionship,
hat championship
ie, age 46; Ray,
Don, age 40„ A

that took place in tl

of: Ed, age 40; Arch'
48; Mike, age 42; and

there is an even greater feat
contest. Team No „ 4 consisted
age 66; Glen, age 53; Ed, age
combined age of 339 years.

This team lost to a team with an average age
two points - in the championship game that was dec
30 seconds of the contest,

I tip my hat to these seven men as they have
that age has no limitations in sports.

Although league play is over until September
game everyday in the gym at yard calls

„

of 25 years - by
ided in the last

clearly shown

you still can fi-

nd a

GED GRADS AT M.S. P.
The Education Department has announced that the following men

passed their GED tests this spring; Josh Allen, Adrian Buckman,
Dennis Cornelius, Nick Daniels, Louis Fox, David Giles, Mark Hunt-
er, Brian Jones, Timothy Kaufman, Mark Kennedy, Victor Landa-Garza
William Nelson, Robert Sams, Roy Smith, James Toyberg, Robert Wag-
ner, Brian Young, Our congratulations to these folks on their gra-
uation. (Editor)
a*****************************************************************

RLFLECT IONS FHCX1 1HE FATHER
Sine niy affiliation with ivuS.P. began, I have come

across many interesting issues in the Flyer, and I would
like to express my appreciation and delight with all

the writers. I offer (if I may be so permitted) my
humble opinion concerning some of the most rcent ideas

and issues which have been raised - ideas and issues

that affect all of us here at AfciP. I offer no particular
criticism an I claim no expertize; I speak from personal
experience and wish to express sane of my reflections
and hopefully provide sane food for further thought.

Law, crime, Guilt, and Rehabilitation; - these are
not vacuous terms, these are not just mere empty words
- but the embouinent of powerful ideas; ideas which
have consequences. Let us consider them.

1) L^v: when I hear this word I react right av/ay

with respect for the law and the awareness of an obliga-
tion, because law, without implying an obligation, simply
would not be law. Because there are different types
and dimensions to the term, I offer the following defini-
tion: Law is the ordinance or reason by one who has
the charge and care of a caimunity, duly promulgated
and for the corrmon good. Fran this I can piece out

the important elanents that constitute law. Namely:
a) legitimate authority, b) reasonableness, c) protection
of individual rights, ergo, camcn good. "Camrm good"
is simply a collective term used to identify all indivi-

dual good, thus, by definition, that which is an indivi-
dual good is one of the "cortmon goods." d) Laws must
be proclaimed by open declaration, e) sanction; for

the strength of the law lies in sanction. From this

definition it follows that law cannot be made by private
Individuals, because law must originate from legitimate
authority. It follows that law must adhere to reason
and that the authorities must not over-step the bounda-
ries - boundaries determined and decided by reason,
for just law cannot be arbitrarily enacted. Furthermore,
just law cannot be contradictory; that is, lower law
cannot conflict with the higher ncral and civil law.

Fran this concept of law we go now to the concept of
crime.

2) Crime is the deliberate (i.e. with knowledge and

freedom) external violation of just law. It requires

a corresponding proportionate penalty. Deliberate viola-

tions nust include corpus dilecti (literally, body of

crime), which are the external effects of the criminal

act (harm). It is these violations that are properly

countered with the obligation of sanction (i.e., the

corresponding penalty). Law without sanction is power-

less, sanction being the very teeth of the law. Crime

therefore is a violation of the right order in society.

Governments, if they are to be true to the purpose for

which they are establ isiieo, are duty bound to protect

and praixDte the carmon good (i.e., the collective indivi-

dual goou) to be enjoyed by all. The citizens are enti-

tled, within the boundaries of just law, to pursue happi-

ness and prosperity in peace, and the goveru.ient, operat-

ing within the constraints of the constitution, is obli-

gated to protect these peaceful pursuits.

Now a word about guilt. Guilt is the fruit of crime,

v.hen I experience guilt, I cure to realization that

I have done something morally wrong and I am responsible

and accountable. Responsible because when I perform

a wrongful act, I am the author of the act and its ef-

fects, as author, I am the owner and, therefore, when

I experience guilt, I an seeing the gap between the

wrongful act and niy non-cor.ipl iance with the just law.

I realize I have fallen short; the requirement was moral-

ly just, 1 haa the capability (in my huuan capacity)

of compliance, ana yet I did not. Guilt does not cane

Iran the judge, the prosecutor, nor the witnesses; they

only confirm my guilt. Guilt comes from sel f-knowlegde,

and this sel f -knowledge is called the conscience. Con-

science is the judgement of the practical known on the

moral goouness or wrongness of niy actions. If I an

guilty I cannot escape the guilt because I cannot escape

wiysel f

.

Therefore, a healthy guilt should lead to compunction

anu sorrow, ai.d when properly understood it should leao.

to a rmdif ication of behavior. This is the first step

towaros (and inueed the essence of) rehabilitation.

(Father Henry G. Cabaong)
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BIGFOOT A MYSTERY
by Albert F. Charlo

Being interested in the great jungle vines in the tundra north of a small

settlement in the Yukon, Albert F. Charlo took time to investigate why such

vines lay in the tundra area. Charlo took notes for a book he looked forward

to write concerning the vines. And since Tarzan was never in the Yukon,

Charlo thought about writing an inductive article denoting whether or not

the vines had any significance to the tundra inhabitants.

While Charlo rested from his work with the great jungle vines, he received

a call from Montana explaining a new sighting of Bigfoot. He followed many

adventures and kept up with the Bigfoot mystery. Back in Montana, an interest-

ing chat bounced back and forth between Charlo and Oreo Slowwagon, an investiga-

tor of mysteries, about whether or not Bigfoot was a reality or a mystery.

After the chat, Charlo divulged his investigation of the great jungle

vines in the Yukon to Oreo and told him to take out the trunk of his notes

from his Montana office. He made many of the scribbled notes during his

residency in the Yukon in 1802.

Charlo paid Oreo to sort out the notes and to find those that shared

concepts of the Bigfoot mystery. In this way, Oreo had the assignment to

work with people interested in Bigfoot. Charlo wanted Oreo to make Bigfoot

known to others because he felt his work with the jungle vines had priority.

He then made an engagement to charter a 747 back to the Yukon.

While Oreo groped clumsily through the thousands of notes, he found the

few notes Charlo wrote designating the where abouts of Bigfoot. These notes

Oreo located were in numerical order.

The first note mentioned Charlo associating his thoughts with a few people

indicating the sighting of Bigfoot by two gold miners in Montana at the bottom

of a mountain elected as Mount Powell.

Mentioning Bigfoot in the first note, the second note went on to imply

the indication that Bigfoot could be a phenomenon for the reason a woodsman

found a big shoe near a creek with a name stamped inside of it that spelled

Bigfool. The euphoric woodsman hurriedly brought the shoe to a foot expert.

He explained to the woodsman that the name was misspelled.

Highly concerned about the misspelled name, Oreo eagerly proceeded to

the third note. Charlo went on to specify the nature of the misspelled,

stamped name inside the shoe. Many years ago a German shoemaker frantically

searched high and low, and overdrive, to locate the shoe he accidently forgot

to cross the "T" in Bigfool. The serious reason the German shoemaker searched

so frantically for the shoe with the misspelled name is that the German King

might find it and this meant big trouble for the German shoemaker. He could

have his "T" license revoked and/or fined one or two of his mallets. The

right spelling of the name should be B-I-G-F-O-O-T. (Possibly the continental

drift shifted the shoe and geared it to park in Montana.)

Burning with an expectation that the fourth note would share the secret

about Bigfoot, Oreo seized hastily the note and imagined that Bigfoot could

be a reality. , , ., .

Charlo penned in the fourth note that the Bigfoot observable fact was

obscured by a hunter and a rock collector. The hunter mumbled a few words

that an enormous rabbit used to slide down the snowy mountain and walk around

the bottom looking for a shoe. (Charlo's sub-note: Unclear, this could be

a s-no-shoe rabbit.) The rock collector related in a hazy manner, "Hey,

man, the big footprints went in so many directions. I just don't know, man!

Maybe they were made by a big foot."

In Charlo's fifth note, he expressed the Bigfoot unsolved mystery is

just that, "Unsolved." Maybe those who believe a Bigfoot exists should try

waving at a snowy mountain top and if a Bigfoot waves back, don't be afraid

of what you believe in. Also, perhaps, the mystery is that Bigfoot should

be Bigfeet. . ,
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CRUISING THE HIGH SIDE SCENE

LEFT TO RIGHT, BACK ROW: HIGH PINE,
STEWART, WEBSTER, 3UCKMAN; FRONT ROW:
BUCK, NEW, CASTRO, ARCHABAULT

RECREATION AIDES C.WEBSTER
AND JAMES MORRISON

'KICKIN' IT AT THE GYM,
OJALA AND BROWN

OUR FAITHFUL LIBRARY
AIDE, CARL ORSBORN

R.RAHIER, RECREATION
AIDE, HARD AT WORK

I

RON HUMMEL,
TELEMARKETING

ROBERT BONE, DANNY ARLEDGE
DISCUSSING LlGAL STRATEGY

SCOTT GLASSCO,
TELEMARKETING
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